Background: techniques of image analysis have been used extensively to minimize interobserver variation of immunohistochemical scoring, yet; image acquisition procedures are often demanding, expensive and laborious. This study aims to assess the validity of image analysis to predict human observer's score with a simplified image acquisition technique. Materials and methods: formalin fixed-paraffin embedded tissue sections for ameloblastomas and basal cell carcinomas were immunohistochemically stained with monoclonal antibodies to MMP-2 and MMP-9. The extent of antibody positivity was quantified using Imagej® based application on low power photomicrographs obtained with a conventional camera. Results of the software were employed to predict human visual scoring results with stepwise multiple regression analysis. Results: the overall prediction of epithelial score depicted as r square value was 0.26 (p<0.001) which was obviously higher than that of stromal score (0.10; p<0.01). Epithelial and stromal MMP-2 score prediction was generally higher than that of MMP-9. Collectively, ameloblastomas had a more efficient score prediction compared to basal cell carcinomas. Conclusion: there is a considerable variability in the prediction capacity of the technique with respect to different antibodies, different tumors and cellular versus stromal score.
INTRODUCTION
Quantification of staining results is a crucial step within the methodology of thousands of immunohistochemical study designs; where attempts are always made to reach objective, concise and reproducible results. Semiquantitative scoring is the most common approach that involves one or more trained observer to convert what he/she sees into numeric or logical values (1) . Advancements in computer hardware capabilities through the last few decades facilitated the use of image processing programs to collect data from captured images (1, 2, 3) . One of the commonly employed multiplatform programs is "Imagej"; which is an open source software developed by NHS in 1997 and was involved in many microscopic research designs. The software had many built in or optional "add on" functions in the form of combined analytic steps merged into single click; they are called "plugins" and "macros" (4) . Varghese et al. (2014) (5) . This study aims to evaluate the validity of this specific macro function with respect to human observer's percentage scoring of two epithelial tumors (Ameloblastoma & Basal cell carcinoma) stained with two monoclonal antibodies (MMP-2, MMP-9) with a simplified image acquisition technique.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Formalin fixed, paraffin embedded tissue specimens of ameloblastomas (AB) and basal cell carcinoma (BCC) were retrieved from the archives of oral pathology laboratory at the college of dentistry/Baghdad university and medical city laboratories. Five um thick sections were mounted on positively charged slides and stained immunohistochemically with monoclonal antibodies for MMP-2 (AB: n=32; BCC: n=26; ab2462,1:200) and MMP-9 (AB: n=33; BCC: n=29; ab76003,1:100) using EXPOSE Mouse and Rabbit Specific HRP/DAB Detection IHC kit (ab80436) . Stained tissue sections were evaluated by two observers with at least 5 high power fields (X40) for cellular and stromal positivity as a percentage of positive cells to the total high power field (HPF) then, a mean of the fields was calculated. Visual scoring values of 2 experienced observers were correlated by Pearson correlation coefficient, the values were accepted when R between the observers' readings exceeds (0.80), otherwise; the sections were re-evaluated to reach a consensus.
At least, 3 photomicrographs for the DAB and hematoxylin stained tissue sections were captured with a 10X objective using an ordinary digital camera fixed to the eyepiece (Samsung-GT-N7100). With Imagej's region of interest (ROI) selection options; multiple cellular areas were surrounded with selection polygons followed by IHC macro application (Fig. 1) . For any given case, a mean value of each IHC profiler parameters result was calculated (Pixel count, percentage of high positive, percentage of positive, percentage of low positive, percentage of negative). The same preceding steps (selection and macro application) were applied to stromal areas only.
Stepwise and multiple regression analysis for human score prediction was employed for statistical analysis using SPSS.22 software, adopting the Imagej's output data as independent variables (predictors).
.
RESULTS
Tumor epithelial and stromal expression was found in tissue sections of ameloblastoma and basal cell carcinoma for MMP-2 and MMP-9 to different extents.
Combined visual and computer assisted immunohistochmical scoring characteristics of the two antibodies are summarized in tables 1 and 2. The predictive ability of the software algorithm, reflected by the (R square) varied across different tumors, antibodies and the evaluated compartments (epithelial or stromal). Tumor cellular evaluation with the software showed the highest R square values for the multiple stepwise regression in which the percentage of negative contribution (N%) and the pixel count (PC) were the most common independent variables that predict the human visual score.
On the other hand, evidently lower R square values were found upon applying the software to the stromal elements, with more versatile predicting variables between different antibodies and different tumors.
DISCUSSION
Reproducibility is a major issue in interpretation of immunohistochemical results quantification, both intra-observer and interobserver agreements are a pre-requisite for any research to be valid (6) . Several attempts have been made to neutralize human observer's possible bias through image based computer assisted analytic approaches with variable success (1, 3, 7, 8) .
A research group at the Molecular Functional Imaging Laboratory in India developed a macro (a single computer instruction that expands automatically into a set of instructions to perform a particular task) named "IHC profiler" ; compatible with Imagej®, the macro would separate images of DAB stained immunohistochemical sections to 3 fractions of varied brown positivity and one more for blue negativity depending on individual pixel color values and display the results as a percentage contribution of high positive, positive, low positive and negative (5) . In this study; the macro was applied to low power micrographs of immunohistochemically stained tissue sections of AB and BCC and the resulting output in addition to the number of pixels analyzed were plotted to predict the corresponding human observer's results according to standard scoring methods. In order to be more time effective and simple for the non-experienced observer, this study had major design differences from the original work by Varghese et al. (5) ; the images were acquired with a conventional digital camera rather than a slide scanner in an attempt for method simplification to be accessible for any low budget laboratory, moreover; the study used a low magnification power for photomicrographs for a generalized view that would minimize the number of photographs needed for analysis. Ameloblastoma and basal cell carcinoma were selected in this study as prototypical examples for benign and malignant epithelial tumors that bear a morphological mimicry.
Stepwise regression analysis is a special variant of multiple regression that enters the independent variables (macro results in this study) in the regression model one variable at a time with omission of the effect of other variables to specify the most significant variables that predict the value of the dependent variable (human scoring in this study) (9) . At first glance, the predictive ability of IHC profiler in the cellular compartment was mostly associated with (N) variable which actually represents all the three macro variables (H, P and L) subtracted from 100%, however; pixel count had an effect in predicting AB human results more than BCC which is most probably resulting from the relatively less cellular islands selected for AB as compared to the BCC that leads to a lower pixel count. MMP-2 showed relatively high predictive results where the model explained a minimum of 40% of human scoring variability, a slightly higher R square value was noted in BCC in contrast to MMP-9 predictions which had notably lower values overall and a higher R square for AB. Regarding stromal expression, though generally less than cellular expression; R square values showed more predictive power in MMP-2 than MMP-9. Again, predictive values of MMP-2 human expression were higher in AB with conversely higher values for MMP-9 in BCC Those results suggest that the model is definitely better predicting epithelial MMP-2 scores than MMP-9 regardless of the tumor type, moreover; it was more predictive concerning MMP-9 in AB and MMP-2 in BCC. However, overall results of the study approach indicated marked variability of the software's prediction capacity with respect to different antibodies and tumors. Keeping a minimally laborious and complicated image acquisition technique probably mandates the employment of more sophisticated computer analytic procedures to approach human visual perception. 
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